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Chapter 1

Introduction

Among the most numerous and most beautiful surviving art works from

the Mycenaean period are the objects of carved ivory. Such pieces are decorated

with typically Mycenaean motifs such as rosettes, helmeted warriors, spirals, and

sea-shells; objects take the form of combs, mirror-handles, toilette-boxes and

statuettes. The majority of these surviving ivories, however, are carved silhouettes

and panels which were very likely used as inlays and moldings for wooden

furniture; the furniture itself has largely disappeared, as the climate and environment

of Greece hinder the preservation of wooden objects. We are left with only a

glimpse in extant wall painting and minor arts of the expensive objects which ivory

and otherprecious materials adorned.

Ivory dated to the Mycenaean period has been found in a worked and

unworked state at many sites on the Greek mainland. This ivory yields important

information concerning Mycenaean trade contacts, and testifies to the wealth and

social organization of these palatial centers. From the material remains alone, we

can draw only a few conclusions about the uses and working of ivory in the

Mycenaean period, and about the role of ivory craftsmen in the palatial economy.

However, the Linear B texts found at the palaces at Pylos, Knossos, Mycenae and

Tiryns offer valuable and unbiased information concerning the industries in which

ivory was used and the way in which it was viewed by the administration. The
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tablets describe furniture decorated with carved ivory and other precious materials,

and give inventories of the weapons and chariots which it decorated. Technical

terms in the texts correspond to the methods of carving and inlay deduced from

extant ivories, and we discover the Mycenaean names for the varied patterns

incised on the pieces. It is also possible to discern scribal "book-keeping"

methods: that is, how Mycenaean accountants kept track of this valuable material.

In this paper I shall analyze the references to the term for ivory in the

Linear B texts and the contexts in which the term appears. At the same time I shall

study the archaeological evidence for ivory-working, in order to form larger

conclusions concerning the craft of ivory-carving in the Mycenaean period.



Chapter 2.

E-re-pa in the Linear B Texts

The Mycenaean term for ivory is e-re-pa, classical Greek

Ivory appears in many contexts on the tablets, primarily as either a raw material or

in a finished state as a component of a larger object. The term e-re-pa is a loan

word in Mycenaean and later Greek, and E. Laßoche has convincingly

demonstrated that it is related to the Hittite word for "ivory" or "elephant's tooth,"

la-ah-pa-as} This identification strengthens the archaeological evidence for the

Syrian source of Mycenaean ivory, since it shows that the Mycenaeans imported

both the material and term for it from the Hittite traders who were then active in

Syria. There were many ivory-working centers in Asia Minor in the second

millenium 8.C., and this influence is recognized in the style of Mycenaean ivories. 2

Although ivory is a commodity, it is not represented by an ideogram in

Linear B, as are so many other raw materials and finished goods. Many

I E. Laßoche,"Sur le nom grec de l’ivoire," RPh 39 (1965) 58. See also the

forthcoming Minos article by Y. Duhoux, "Les contacts entre myc£niens et barbares d'apres le

vocabulaire du Lineaire B," where "foreign" terms in Linear B are discussed. It is interesting to

note that many of the terms for precious metals and materials, such as gold, kyanos and ivory, are

loan words in Mycenaean.

2 See R.D. Barnett, "Early Greek and Oriental Ivories," JHS 68 (1948) 1-25, for a

discussion of the spread of ivory-working to the Aegean area; ivory-workingcenters develop along
recognized trade routes extending from the Near East.

3
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commodities are represented by ideograms; these include gold and bronze, spices,

military armor, items of furniture, wool, olives and figs, and even chariots.3 For

certain commodities, such as honey (ME+RI) at Knossos (H 138, 139, 149, 220),

the ideogram is composed of the two syllabic signs which make up the Mycenaean

word for honey. At Pylos, H 24 creates an ideogram for cheese, TU+RO2, on

tablet Un 718. The scribes who use such a representation "invent" the ideogram

either for an item they have not encountered previously or as a shorthand reference

to an item without an ideogram which they must deal with frequently in the record-

keeping matter at hand. That no such ideogram or abbreviation exists for ivory in

the extant corpus of Linear B texts emphasizes the rarity of this expensive and

exotic material. Though there is no ideogram, scribes dealing with ivory generally

indicate its importance by the position and size of the word e-re-pa on the tablets.

Tablets concerning ivory as a raw material:

The first tablet to consider is the frustratingly brief and incomplete tablet

from Knossos, Og 7504:

e-re-pa-ta, LM 30 ka[

The tablet, which has no known find-spot and is not assigned to a scribal hand,4

records a large quantity of ivory, which is written in the accusative case. This

3 See the chart of ideograms in Linear Bin the Appendix of Mycenaean Studies (edited by
Bennett, 1964) entitled "The Wingspread Convention for the Transcription of Mycenaean (Linear
B) Texts," 253-262.

4
01ivier, Scribes, 262. All future references to hand and find-spot will be from this work and

from T.G. Palaima, Scribes Pylos. Abbreviations used in this paper will follow the conventions

set forth in Studies Chadwick, with the additions in Studies Bennett.
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entry is followed by the sign ka, but the tablet is unfortunately broken here. It

would be interesting to know what the missing word was, because KN V 684 (see

below) mentions the words fca-ra-ma-to and ka-so in connection with ivory.

An oddity about this tablet is its representation of the weight

measurement. According to our understanding of the fractional system of the

Mycenaeans, we would have expected the scribe to have written L 2 (referring to

two talents, or 58 kg. of ivory), since 1 Lis reckoned to equal M 30. 5 It may be,

however, that the scribe is indicating the equivalent value of 30 M with 1 L (and

then recording only one talent of ivory here). Chadwick regards this anomaly as

"apparently a confusion of two ways of writing the same weight." 6 However, it

is important to note that nowhere in the Knossos corpus of Linear B documents is

there evidence that L and M do occur in this ratio (1:30). The two ideograms

occur together at Knossos only three times. 7 It is at least possible that the

measurement ratios at Knossos were different from those at Pylos. 8 However,

since this tablet is not assigned to a scribal hand, it may have been written by a

official who did not generally take part in the record-keeping of the palace and has

S E.L. Bennett, "Fractional Quantities in Minoan Bookkeeping," AJA 54 (1955), 204-22,
definitively established these ratios. However, he himself admits that he worked principally with

the Pylian evidence.

6Docs2
,

397.

7 Me 4457: LSM4; Oa 730: L 52, M2; Og 5515: L 4 M[.

BWhile it is important to note the possibility of the existence of different measuring systems
at Pylos and Knossos, which is possibly due to a difference in chronology, this does not seem

likely. Bennett's system demonstrates no other such anomalies between the two sites.
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left no other tablets. This person might have been responsible for the valuable

material, and might have chosen to record the data himself, committing this

numerical error through his unfamiliarity with the writing system. It is possible,

though, that the unknown scribe of KN Og 7504 wrote many more tablets than

have been preserved, or that this tablet could be attributed to a scribe who is

already known.

The question of the status of scribes, which Mycenaean palaeographers

generally use in a conventional sense to mean neutrally "tablet-writers," is an

interesting one, and should perhaps be mentioned here. There is an evident

hierarchy of scribes at both Pylos and Knossos, demonstrated by Palaima and

Olivier. Hands 1, 21 and 41 at Pylos, for instance, have supervisory roles over

other scribes and are responsible for some of the more important records kept at

Pylos. Hand 1 is responsible for documents which have an administrative

importance, such as totalling tablets and military documents. These supervisor

scribes are obviously prominent within their own class, but it is not certain

whether they are high-ranking in the overall palatial power structure. This has a

bearing on our understanding of the scribe of KN Og 7504. If he is not by

occupation a scribe, we might understand him to be a higher palatial official who

chose to make a record of this expensive material himself, and not to leave the

responsibility in the hands of someone else. Such a higher official might know

the script in order to be able to inspect the work of lower scribes, but not often feel

the necessity to make his own records. Or he may merely be someone who does
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not normally practice scribal duties, but is connected to storeroom, trade or craft

activities, and so has made a record of this material.

It should be noted that although this quantity of ivory (58 kg.) seems

extraordinarily large, ivory is a very heavy material and it is quite possible that the

scribe is referring to only one tusk. The average weight of an elephant tusk is 53

kg, while the largest recorded tusk weighed 100 kg. 9

There is no indication of the purpose of this tablet, though it is most

likely a record of the receipt or distribution of the material, or merely an inventory

of material in the palace stores. ka[ might be a person’s name in the dative case,

the receiver of the ivory; however, such a clause is normally placed before a

listing of the material. Because there is no outright statement of the occasion for

writing the tablet, we can assume as a working hypothesis that it is an inventory. It

does seem to refer to a quantity of ivory in an unworked state; generally, worked

ivory is designated by other terms, to be discussed below, which accompany e-

re-pa.

Equally ambiguous is KN V 684, which again lists a quantity of ivory

for an unspecified purpose.

a. e-re-pa-to / ka-ra-ma-to 46

b. ka-so, ke-ma-ta 8

9 H.H. Scullard, The Elephant in the Greek and Roman World (1976) 18. See also R.D.

Barnett, Ancient Ivories in the Middle East (1982) 73.
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Ivory is here denoted in the genitive plural, e-re-pa-to is written in large

characters in lieu of an ideogram, and the other words are smaller, again indicating

the emphasis placed on this valuable material. The other three words which occur

on this text do not occur elsewhere, and their meanings are obscure, ka-ra-ma-

to is probably the genitive plural of Ktaxap.a, meaning "fragment" or "piece." 10

ka-so may be either a man's name (it is so on Py Cn 599.2) or more likely some

unknown material in the genitive, since it is in the same position as e-re-pa-to in

the line above, ke-ma-ta may be either a man's name or the accusative plural of

K£pp,axa, "fragments." The fact that two words possibly meaning "fragment"

occur on this tablet in similar contexts indicates that this is the best interpretation

for each. Jose Melena suggests that the tablet is a listing of distributions of the raw

materials ivory and ka-so in standard pieces to ivory craftsmen. 11

Here too there is a problem. The two genitives in line a. do not

correspond to the genitive-accusative construction in the line below. This second

line makes more sense grammatically: "fragments of ka-so." The reading in the

first line, "of ivory fragments," is confusing. To make the first line match, Palmer

has suggested that ka-ra-ma-/o is a misspelling for the accusative ka-ra-ma-

ta. 12 This solution is attractive, and is strengthened by several other

10Another possibility is that it is a masculine name.

Melena, "On the Linear B Syllabogram ZE," Studies Chadwick, 421. The craftsmen to

which he refers are the supposed dagger-craftsmen, amongst whom are fca-si-ko-no. I use

DicMic and Docs 2 for any interpretations of terms.

12
Palmer, Interpretation, 425.
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considerations: first, the layout of the tablet, on which the numerals are written far

from the actual entries, as though the scribe was not sure of the proper format for

his text. Also, the tablet is a palimpsest: there are traces of the original text, which

was in fact identical to the one preserved, only the tablet was turned upside down

when it was rewritten. Further, other tablets by this scribe, Hand 140, show signs

of his uncertainty and relative incompetence as a scribe; his tablet M 719 contains

several erasures, as if he were unsure of the proper spelling. It does not seem

unlikely, in light of all this, that ka-ra-ma-to is a misspelling. This tablet, then,

is also a list of raw materials perhaps in standard pieces, where ka-ra-ma-to and

ke-ma-ta are differently sized pieces pertaining to each material; again the tablet is

either an inventory or a record of receipt or distribution, and more likely an

inventory.

The other tablets by Hand 140 are primarily in the Gg series, and offer

little insight for the interpretation of V 684. However, from his other other tablets

it seems that this scribe was concerned with offerings to various deities, such as

pa-si-te-o-i and e-ne-si-da-o-ne; perhaps this scribewas an important official

who dealt with religious and economic matters, and not a mere clerk. There are

only six tablets attributed to him; so, like the scribe of Og 7504, he did not play a

very active role as a clerk. From its find-spot (F18 13) it appears that V 684 was

13For references to find spot, see the plan of the palace at Knossos, with all find-spots
indicated, given by Olivier in Scribes, 21.
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part of an archive which kept track of various raw materials such as coriander and

wool products, which would have been apportioned out to various craftsmen.

Va 482 is the only tablet from Pylos which may be viewed as a record

of ivory in an unworked state, though even this interpretation is not entirely

certain. The text is as follows:

{.a qe-qi-no-me-no
{.b e-re-pa,/ a-no-po, a-ko-so-ta, ZE, e-wi-su-*79-ko 4 ro-i-ko 2

Almost every term here presents difficulties, e-re-pa is again written majuscule

as the lead word of the text at the left end of the tablet; no ideogram for ivory

exists at Pylos either, and so the scribe (H 42) uses this technique to emphasize the

value of the commodity which the tablet records, e-re-pa is followed by the term

a-no-po, for which there are several interpretations. Palmer claims that it is a

man's name, as on Cn 131.6, written in the dative as the intended recipient of the

objects recorded on the tablet. 14 This is possible, but there is no verb indicating

the performance of such an act, and, in dealing with this valuable raw material, it is

likely that the scribe would have been more explicit in recording an exchange

between two individuals. Lejeune and others interpret the word as an adjective

*avco7cov, "unworked," based on the Mycenaean term o-pa, and agreeing with

the masculine noun e-re-pa.
15 That it is an adjective agreeing with "ivory" seems

14Palmer, Interpretation, 368. Contra M. Lindgren, People ofPylos II (1973) 186.

15Lejeune, Memoires 11, 213 n. 32.
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more likely: on the tablet, the characters of a-no-po are smaller than those of e-

re-pa and a bit larger than the term following them. As attractive as this

alternative seems, the remaining words on the tablet, nevertheless, call into

question its interpretation as "unworked."

We should rather stress that this term is the adjectival negative of the

word o-pa, which itself designates a specific kind of labor system used by the

Mycenaean palaces. 16 Under this system, materials, labor or both are supplied to

the palace by individuals in return for benefits such as rations; these workers are

not bound permanently to the palace, yet they are under an obligation. It is likely

that there existed independent craftsmen who were employed by the palace on

occasion in addition to slaves and these o-pa workers. 17 There might not have

been enough specialized work for these persons to be employed by the palace on a

regular basis; ivory-workers, who were very likely itinerant, would fit well in this

category, since ivory was such a scarce material. In any case, a-no-po may mean

that this is not a raw material supplied by a person under an o-pa obligation or that

it was not to be apportioned to an o-pa craftsman, o-pa materials are generally

delivered to the palace workshop directly, and it here that texts mentioning o-pa

are found; since this tablet was found in the Archives Complex we may assume

that the ivory had been given directly to some branch of the central administration

16See Melena, "Further thoughts on Mycenaean o-pa," Res Mycenae, 258-286. T.G.

Palaima suggested emphasizing this meaning

17See C.W. Shelmerdine's interpretation of this system in "Industrial Acitivity at Pylos,"
Tractata Mycenaea, 337.
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ont dealing directly with the supervision of workshop activities. Hence the e-re-

ps on PY Va 482 is not part of the o-pa system.

It is not so difficult to agree on the meaning of a-ko-so-ta, the next term

in this text. From the appearance of this masculine name in many contexts, we

know that the man was a very prominent official in the Pylian bureaucracy. 18 For

instance, he is in charge on An 39v. of an unspecified number of men. On Eq 213

he has performed an inspection. He is associated with large numbers of livestock

in the Cn series. He also distributes ingredients to a perfumer on Un 267. A final

tablet on which he appears is Pn 30, which is important enough to this study to

quote in full:

o-de-ka-sa-to, a-ko-so-ta
si-ma-ko *169 23 o 10[
ke-ka-to *169 26 o 9
ru-ko *169 13 o[

Hand 2, the author of this tablet, is often associated with Workshop activity. 19

Here a-ko-so-ta has received (de-ka-sa-to) quantities of the object *169 from

three people; the fact that a deficit (o) is recorded for each person indicates that this

was a service (the making of the objects) to be performed for the palace, and that

these men had not completely fulfilled their obligations.

18Lindgren, People 23-24, believes that this is the same person in all appearances.

19Palaima, Scribes Pylos, 67.
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There are four tablets in the Pa series (perhaps by Hand 4220 ) which

concern the same item; it is delivered in similar amounts by two individuals and by

two qa-si-re-wi-ja. In two instances in this series the ideogram is accompanied

by the ideogram DE; the form of the ideogram combined with this abbreviation

has led scholars to conclude that the object represented is the de-mi-ni-ja

referred to on Vn 851, cf. Classical Greek se|xvia, "beds." The material of these

objects is unspecified, but it seems safe to assume that, if they were beds, they

were made of wood. Through their study of Mycenaean ideograms, Vandenabeele

and Olivier conclude that the form of the ideogram is similar to beds excavated at

Thera (LM IA) and to terracotta models of beds excavated in LH 111 tombs.21

Though these tablets were found in the Archives Complex, a sealing (Wr 1326)

was found in the Workshop area bearing the word de-mi-ni-jo, indicating that

these objects were stored there. It is interesting to note that these items were stored

in an area where ivory was being worked, and so perhaps ivory was used to

decorate these beds.

Pn 30 and Va 482 thus illustrate that a-ko-so-ta was associated with

both furniture-making and ivory-working, for the close affinities of these crafts

will be become obvious throughout the course of this paper. His name may be in

the dative or nominative on Va 482, so he may either receive the material from the

20
Palaima, Scribes Pylos, 128.

21 F. Vandenabeele and J.-P. Olivier, Les ideogrammes archeologiques du Lineare B (1979)
172-176.
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palace administration (to be given to ivory workers or furniture craftsmen), or else

he is here recorded as distributing the material. In either case he is the official

responsible.

The abbreviation ZE is generally interpreted as an abbreviation for the

Greek "pair" (attested in Mycenaean ze-u-ke-si on Un 1318).

However, it is not entirely certain in every case (such as the Pylos Aq series) that

this is the correct interpretation. If this is the proper reading here, one

automatically assumes that the scribe is referring to a pair of tusks. The two terms

following ZE, e-wi-su-*79-ko and ro-i-ko, have been viewed as decorative

motifs carved (qe-qi-no-me-no; see below for a full discussion of this term)

on the pairs of tusks.22 However, other interpretations are possible; for instance,

this ZE might be qualifying the terms following it, indicating a pair of each object

recorded: four pairs of e-wi-su-*79-ko and two of ro-i-ko. This theory is

strengthened by another tablet, Va 404, which reads:

e-wi-su-*79-ko 30[

Though the tablet is badly damaged, it seems to indicate that e-wi-su-*79-ko is

an object, not a decorative motif. A possible variant of this term, e-wi-su-zo-

ko, appears on two Knossos chariot tablets, Se 965 and Se 1007. Here the object

is obviously a component of a chariot, though its specific meaning has not yet been

established. Ivory is used for decorating and fitting out chariots (see below), and

22 See especially A. Sacconi, "L'avorio nella tabella di Pilo Va 482," Minos 13 (1972) 173-

181, who believes that the scribe refers here to 6 pairs of tusks-an unbelievable amount of ivory-
carved with the decorative motifs accompanying qe-qi-no-me-no.
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in fact is mentioned on Se 1007. From their context, then, there appears to be a

connection between the word on Va 482 and the one in the Se series; however, the

equivalence of zo and *79 is still debatable, and it may be that these are two

entirely different words.23 Another solution to this puzzle has been offered by

Melena, who makes a survey of some occurrences of this abbreviation and

suggests that ZE is actually an ideogram for an ivory comb, and the other terms

merely the carved motifs; 24 this seems a bit far-fetched, especially when one

considers the other associations of this scribe with workshop activities. To me it

seems most likely that e-wi-su-*79-ko and ro-i-ko are objects of carved

ivory, distributed in pairs, with the decorative motifs not indicated (or perhaps

qe-qi-no-me-no here means "stained" or "colored"; see below for a fuller

discussion).

In summary, Va 482 can be viewed as a distribution of finished objects

of ivory to an official who is associated with furniture-making; this ivory has been

either obtained or worked outside of the palatial o-pa system of obtaining raw

materials and distributing them to workmen. Perhaps these pieces would

eventually be used as inlays on furniture or possibly on chariots, since both crafts

require similar skills of wood-working. The tablet shows an intermediate stage:

the ivory is neither an unworked raw material nor part of a finished product;

23For a negative opinion, see especially Lejeune, Memoires I, 212-217; and Melena (Adas
del V Congr. Esp. Est. Clasicos, 1978, 751-7), who suggests that *79 = wjo.

24Melena, supra n. 11, 425.
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instead it has been worked by specialized craftsmen, returned to the palatial

administration, and is now being distributed to palace-controlled workers to

decorate manufactured objects.

Ivory as part of finished objects:

Ivory is mentioned in the Linear B texts as a component of weapons,

chariots, and furniture. This evidence is confirmed for the most part by the

archaeological record, which shows that these items were common at many

Mycenaean sites; it has, however, been difficult to identify the remains of chariot

inlays. It is interesting to note that these categories correspond well to the rare

mentions of ivory objects by Homer. For instance, there is mention of a chair

inlaid with precious materials including ivory (Odyssey 19.56), as well as the

elaborately decorated bed of Odysseus and Penelope (Od
.

23.200). In 8.404 of

the Odyssey Homer describes a scabbard of ivory, and in the Iliad he tells of

ivory reins and ivory cheek-pieces (5.583 and 4.141). While it is not always wise

to form conclusions concerning Mycenaean practices from Homeric evidence, still

it is encouraging to find such close agreement between the two. That Homer is

looking to crafts of the Mycenaean period, and not to those of the Dark Ages, is

evident. The craft of ivory-working in Greece was lost during the period after the

collapse of the Mycenaean palacesbecause of the decrease in and disruption of

trade. Ivory-working seems to have been reintroduced only gradually towards the

end of the eighth century.
25

25 M. Robertson, A History of Greek Art (1975), 32.
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The value of ivory is again obvious in the Linear B texts which mention

this commodity. The Pylos Ta series, which gives an inventory of elaborate

furniture, and the listings of chariots in the S- series of Knossos are among the

most lengthy and detailed texts we possess. Ivory is an important component of

these Mycenaean luxury goods, and the scribes take care to record every detail of

the objects.

a.) Weapons

The instrumental singular form e-re-pa-te occurs in the fragmentary

KN Ra series, which concerns the making of daggers (the weapons are indicated

by the ideogram *233). The word occurs in its complete form only on Ra

1028.1, but it may be restored on Ra 984.1 as well. The daggers are de-de-me-

na (perfect passive participle of Seco), "bound or inlaid," by ivory. In the second

line of each tablet, another type of weapon, zo-wa, is inlaid with ke-ra, or horn.

We know from Near Eastern parallels that when ivory was scarce, or perhaps

when the object was not meant to be a luxury item, horn or bone were logically the

materials used to substitute for the ivory.26 A new join to Ra 1028 emphasizes the

distinction between the expensive and the "economical" raw material: only

eighteen daggers inlaid with ivory are listed, but there are ninety-nine daggers

decorated with horn.

26R.D. Barnett, supra n. 2, 1.
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A theory has been advanced by A.M. Biraschi, and corroborated by

Melena, that the word pi-ri-je-te which occurs on some tablets in the Ra series

actually refers to ivory carvers;27 she relates it etymologically to the Classical

Greek Tipico, meaning "to saw" (ivory carvers often work with saws, as will be

discussed below). This interpretation, in her opinion, would correspond to the

Homeric veoTcpiaxoo e^ecpavTO<; (11. 8.404), "(of) new-sawn ivory." In such a

case, the word de-so-mo28 would refer to the carved hilts of these daggers;

Melena notes that such carved hilts appear in the archaeological record in the Pylos

area and in the Shaft Graves, as well as in inventories of imported luxury items in

Mari.29

Melena would like to take her theory one step further, and interprets the

word ka-si-ko-no, occurring in a position similar to pi-ri-je-te on these

texts,30 as another type of craftsman responsible for dagger ornamentation. He

then interprets Kn V 684 (see above) as a record of "raw materials supplied to

craftsmen responsible for the luxury finishing of export daggers," 31 where ka-si-

27A.M. Biraschi, "Miceneo PIRIJETE: Intagliatore d'avorio," PP 33 (1978) 281. See Ra

1543, 1547, 1548, 1549.

28Appears on Ra 1543, 1548. Docs 2 interprets the term as "bands," 539.

29Melena, supra n. 11, 420.

30 The term appears on Ra 1541, 1546, 1551, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1559-hence never with pi
ri-je-te or de-so-mo.

3 Helena, supra n. 11, 423.



ko-no are the workers concerned with the mysterious objects or material ka-so

(he speculates here, without etymological conjecture, that ka-so is the Mycenaean

material niello, which is used on daggers and other metal work). He further

supports his theory by a reference to ka-si-ko-no on Py An 128 (by the same

hand as PY Va 482 above, an interesting connection which recalls with Hand 42's

involvement with manufacture) which records the delivery of rations to craftsmen.

Melena speculates that this scribe (H 42) would have been responsible for

deliveries to pi-ri-je-te as well; he does not mention that this term appears at

Pylos on An 207,32 in a list of various craftsmen at different locations, and Fn

1427, where rations are distributed to them. It seems obvious that a dagger-

making industry was present at Pylos as well.

This suggestion by Melena and Biraschi is very attractive, but it appears

that each has ignored important epigraphical evidence. The only two texts on

which e-re-pa-te occurs (Ra 984 and Ra 1028) are by a different scribe, H 127,

than the rest of the tablets in the Ra series (H 126). Further, these two tablets were

found in a completely different area of the Palace (13), which appears to be a

primary archival center of the complex. The texts of the Ra series by Hand 126

have a different vocabulary from that on Ra 984 and 1028, and were found in an

isolated area of the palace (J3) with very few other tablets; Hand 126 is

responsible for only this set of tablets, the Ra series. Also, the verb npico

not necessarily have to pertain to ivory-carving, though admittedly the word is

does

32 And in the dative plural on An 7.10.
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only mentioned by Homer in connection with ivory. The techniques of ivory-

working are quite similar to those of wood-working, and saws were used for

carving large stone blocks. While we cannot entirely rule out the notion that all

the Ra tablets deal with ivory daggers, this is a dangerous assumption to make

when one considers the little evidence we have. At present it is safest to say only

that a small number of daggers inlaid with this rare material are listed in two tablets

of the Ra series; the scribe of these texts, as will be seen below, is elsewhere

associated with ivory and military equipment.

b.) Chariots

There is a large body of texts from Knossos which describe elaborately

equipped chariots. These Sd and Se tablets are detailed descriptions of decoration

and fittings; the motivation for such accuracy is evident from the costly materials

used, such as ivory and bronze. Many of the terms mentioned in these texts are

still obscure33
,

such as e-wi-su-zo-ko mentioned above, and there is no need to

discuss their possible etymologies.

The Sd tablets have an ideogram for a wheelless chariot, and the

appearance of the words i-qi-jo and i-qi-ja confirms this identification. In these

texts there is mention of the inlaying and veneering of ivory onto chariot bodies

and reins, a-ja-me-no, a term closely associated with ivory in these texts and

33 1 t is interesting to note that one of these terms, a-ra-ru-ja ("fitted"), is related to the

technical term describing the working of the daggers in the Ra tablets of Hand 126, as opposed to

de-de-me-na on those of Hand 127; a-ra-ru-ja does not seem to be associated with ivory here.
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others, will be discussed at greater length below; it is interpreted as "inlaid with."

There is a chariot inlaid with ivory on Sd 4401, 4403, and 4408. On tablets

where ivory inlay is not mentioned, the chariots are described as po-ni-ki-ja or

mi-to-we-sa, painted crimson or dark red. Of the various fittings mentioned,

there is one which is once made of ivory, o-po-qo. Most often the object is made

of leather, wi-ri-ni-jo, and it is generally agreed that these are blinkers. Crouwel

notes the existence of ivory blinkers in the Near East in the first millenium B.C. 34

The three chariots on Sd 4403 are the only ones to have these ivory blinkers and to

be inlaid with ivory; this is the only text in the series to mention an o-pa, a

product produced under obligation, and the craftsman involved is ko-ki-da.

These chariots are more valuable than the rest; perhaps this is why care is taken to

note their manufacturer, ko-ki-da also appears as a wheelwright on So 4430,

where he is named responsible for forty-five new wheels made of willow-wood.

Another item on these texts, o-pi-i-ja-pi, is comprised of horn (ke-ra-

ja-pi) and on two tablets (Sd 4412 and 5091) bronze. This term is generally

interpreted as "bit." In no extant texts is it composed of ivory. Ivory and horn

occur together on Sd 4403; there can be no question then that these terms refer to

two entirely different materials.

34J.H. Crouwel, Chariots and Other Means ofLand Transport in Bronze Age Greece (1981)
110. We have already noted the reference in Homer to red-stained ivory blinkers.
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The Sd series was discovered in the Arsenal, and because of the early

excavation of the Palace at Knossos, we have an imperfect knowledge of the

archaeological remains which were associated with them. In the excavation

notebooks, it is mentioned that "a hoard of thin arrowheads exactly like the votive

sort found in the chamber tombs of Mycenae" 35 were found with the tablets, as

well as the bronze hinges and wood ashes of the box which held them. The

excavator adds, "The extreme thinness of the bronze made itappear as if they must

have been manufactured for a votive or burial use, and this opinion about them is

strengthened by the fact that one of the arrows exactly like the others was of

ivory."36 It certainly seems as though ivory arrowheads would not be used as

weapons-the material was too precious to the Mycenaeans. Perhaps such thin

arrows were used for votive or ceremonial purposes with these elaborate chariots-

of-state. However, no Linear B texts found here mention ivory except in the

context of chariot fitting. The sealing Ws 170437 was probably attached to the

wooden box containing the bronze arrowheads, and several other texts were found

here describing weapons as well, including R 1815 (an inventory of bronze-

pointed spearheads) and R 4482 (an inventory of over 8500 arrows).

35Palmer in Palmer and Boardman, On the Knossos Tablets:The Find-Places of the Knossos

Tablets (1963), 158.

36
Quoted by Palmer (supra n. 35, 159) from Mackenzie's Daybook 1904, page 88.

37 Which reads fk o-pa / y. pa-ta-ja.
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Among the other texts found in this area was the Sf series, a listing of

wheeled chariots in far greater number than the chariots on the Sd series. These

tablets are briefer, and the division of chariot types is intriguing: chariots are

described merely as inlaid, a-ja-me-no or not inlaid, a-na-to, with no mention

of the material used for inlay. It is doubtful that the material in every case was

ivory: the scribe (HI28) was careful to indicate ivory inlay on the Sd series, and

he does not do so on his tablets of the Sf series; the sheer number of chariots

precludes the use of ivory. Several tablets in the Sd series mention a-ja-me-na

without indicating the material ivory (4409, 4415, possibly 4412). It is

conceivable that even a material such as wood could have been used.38 We might

imagine that the Sd series is a detailed description of chariots recently constructed

for the palace, and hence having no wheels as yet; the tablets of the Sf series are

merely inventories of finished chariots, complete with wheels, in the palace

storerooms.

The Se series also describes wheelless chariots; Hand 127 wrote the

series, which was found in 13. One of these tablets, Se 891, mentions outfittings

of the chariot as e-re-pa-te-jo-pi o-mo-pi (.A and .B), "with bands of ivory."

Se 1007.2 reads:

] , e-re-pa-te-o ,
o-mi[

38Crouwel, supra n. 34, mentions that a variety of materials were used for inlay of chariots in

Egypt, but not ivory (70).
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Here ivory occurs in its adjectival form, "of ivory," and is written in the genitive

singular instead of the instrumental plural, but we may interpret it in the same way.

It will be remembered that Hand 127 is the scribe who wrote the two Ra series

texts dealing with ivory (984 an 1028), and that these tablets were also found in

13. Hand 127 may well be an official in charge of elaborate or ceremonial defense

equipment; however, these few tablets are the only ones assigned to him and the

question must remain open. It is difficult to say why these two groups of tablets

(Se and the two Ra's) were not in the Arsenal with the other texts concerning

military equipment; the making of luxury daggers can conceivably have been a

separate industry, whose records were kept apart from the Main Archives or the

Arsenal, and perhaps the chariots listed in the Se series were newly delivered to

the palace.

Though there are no extant chariot descriptions from Pylos, there are

descriptions of chariot wheels on the Sa series, which name the material and

condition of singletons or pairs. Sa 793 lists eleven pairs of wheels which are old,

thin, and provided with a rim (te-mi-dwe-ta) of ivory, which was probably

inlaid or glued on the outward facing surface of the wheel:

e-re-pa-to ,
te-mi-dwe-ta

, pa-ra-ja, ta-na-wa, ROTA +TE ZE 11

Other tablets describe wheels bound, de-de-me-na, by silver (a-ku-ro) and

bronze (ka-ko). Crouwel states that gold and silver inlay were found on the nave

hoops of a pair of wheels in the tomb of Tut'ankhamun. 39 Wheels with rims of

39Crouwel, supra n. 34, 88.
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horn are catalogued on PY Sa 840, showing again the parallel usage of horn and

ivory. It is understandable that the wheels inlaid with ivory are described as "old."

Ivory was not the type of material the palace would be willing to discard after only

one or two years of use; we might even imagine that such ivory-rimmed wheels

would be regarded as heirlooms and used for ceremonial and ritual purposes.

c.) Furniture 40

The final group of Linear B texts mentioning ivory is the Ta series from

Pylos. This series consists of thirteen long, narrow leaf-shaped tablets written by

the same hand (Hand 2) and obviously meant to be read as one long document: a

unified inventory of vessels and richly decorated furniture. It is in the Ta series

that Mycenaean archaeological remains may best be compared to the textual

evidence, because the texts describe materials and ornamental motifs in such detail.

Many of the common decorative patterns preserved on the Mycenaean ivories are

mentioned in these lists; we may assume that other motifs are represented by those

terms which remain undeciphered.

The occasion for compiling this inventory is stated in 711.1, the heading

for the entire set:

o-wi-de
, pu2-ke-qi-ri, o-te

,
wa-na-ka, te-ke

,
au-ke-wa, da-mo-ko-ro

40See Palmer, "A Mycenaean Tomb Inventory," Minos 5 (1957) 58-92, and Ventris,
"Mycenaean Furniture on the Pylos Tablets," Eranos 53 (1955) 109-124, for early discussions of

this series. See my Appendix for the full contents of this series.
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There is much argument over the meaning of this sentence, and scholarly opinion

is divided into two main camps: the first, proposed principally by Chadwick, is

that this heading refers to an official occasion, the appointing of an official, when

an inventory was taken of a palace storeroom during an inspection; 41 Palmer, on

the other hand, insists that this is an inventory of tomb goods taken at the time of a

burial.42 There is no way to solve this dispute at present. However, the precise

meaning of this sentence is not important to an analysis of the objects described in

the list: it is sufficient to know that it is an inventory of costly vessels and

furniture made on an important occasion.

In addition to vessels in precious materials, the objects listed are

seventeen footstools (ta-ra-nu), five chairs (to-no), and six tables (to-pe-za).

These terms are identifies as later Greek Gpfjvtx;, 0povo<;, and Each

of the pieces is decorated with various precious materials, the most common of

which is ivory; other materials used for inlay include kyanos and gold. The base

material of each item of furniture is mentioned immediately after its name—these

materials include ebony, stone, yew, and even ivory. Generally, each tablet in the

series describes the same type of item: for instance, tables only are decribed on Ta

642, 713, and 715; footstools are listed alone on Ta 710, 721, and 722, and here

they are accompanied by an ideogram, *220. What may be conceived of as "sets"

41 Chadwick, Docs?, 335.

42Palmer, Interpretation,
340. It is true that a large percentage of ivory inlays was found in a

funerary context; however, this may be due to nothing more than the accidents of archaeological
preservation.
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of chairs and footstools are inventoried on Ta 707, 708 and 714, with no

ideogram for footstool. Whether or not these chairs and footstools are "pairs" is

questionable: on Ta 707 there are two of each, and there were also two of each

listed on Ta 708 until the ta-ra-nu entry in line 1 was erased; on Ta 714,

however, to-no and ta-ra-nu are each written once, but there are three "totals"

(lines .2, .3) which indicate three items of furniture.

The identification of the ideogram *220 by its association with ta-ra-nu,

"footstool," has enabled Vandenabeele to identify several mysterious groups of

ivory inlays, most notably those which were excavated from Chamber Tomb 518

at Mycenae (NMA 6443, LH IIIB) and from Tomb 8 at Dendra (LH I-II). 43

These pieces resemble lonic column capitals—a long thin rectangle with a curving

volute at either end. The shape of these pieces is very similar to *220, indicating

that they were the ends of decorative footstools. An engraved ring from Tiryns

(NMA 6208) confirms this identification, showing a woman sitting with her feet

resting on a footstool of this shape. The differences shown in the ideogram on the

tablets are meaningful, according to Vandenabeele: some footstools had legs and

some did not. Beyond this it is difficult to determine much about the form of

Mycenaean furniture.

43Vandenabeele and Olivier, supra n. 21, 161-172. For original excavation reports concerning
these objects see A.W. Persson, New Tombs at Dendra near Midea (1942) and AJ. Wace,
Chamber Tombs atMycenae (1932).
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The two terms which occur concerning the decoration of these objects

have been mentioned before in connection with ivory. The first is a-ja-me-na

which occurs in the chariot texts meaning "inlaid with": this definition is confirmed

by the Ta texts, where the term is always accompanied by a material, and

sometimes in addition a description of the figural ornament. The term qe-qi-no-

me-no is defined as "carved with" on the Pylos tablet (Va 482) discussed earlier.

In the Ta texts the word is accompanied only by the term for the decorative pattern

which is presumably incised directly onto the surface of the object. The terms

indicating decorative motif or material which accompany these two words always

occur in the instrumental case.

There have been many attempts to derive the etymology of these two

technical terms, a-ja-me-no and qe-qi-no-me-n0.44 It seems obvious that the

meanings these terms had in the Mycenaean period were lost during the Greek

Dark Ages, since their meanings are obvious in the Linear B texts but it is difficult

to determine their Greek descendants. Heubeck examines the uses of both these

terms, and proposes likely etymologies. The medio-passive participle a-ja-me-

no, as we have seen, occurs with instrumental forms that indicate material and

sometimes decorative motifs; it never occurs with the decorative motif alone. In

the Knossos Sf series, inventories of chariots are classified into two categories, a-

among others P. Chantraine, "Termes myceniens relatifs au travail de l'ivoire," CRAI

(1957) 241-242; Chantraine and A. Dessene, "Sur quelques termes myceniensrelatifs au travail de

l'ivoire, et notammente qe-qi-no-me-no et qe-qi-no-to," REG 70 (1957) 301-311; L. Deroy,
"Mycenien ajameno," Kadmos 14 (1975) 112-116; A. Heubeck, "Mycenaean qe-qi-no-me-no,"
Cambridge Colloquium (1966) 229-237.



ja-me-no and a-na-to; no indication of material is given, because the scribe is

concerned with counting and not describing the chariots. Chariots in the Sd series

which are not inlaid are decorated, we assume, by painting. Ivory is the material

most often accompanying a-ja-me-no, and this agrees with the large percentage

of surviving Mycenaean ivories which were used as inlays. Heubeck postulates a

verbal root *ai- for this word, meaning "inlay or veneer." These processes are

fundamentally similar, as they require the attachment of the material to the surface

of an object, whether on top of or sunk into the surface.

Qe-qi-no-me-no and its variant qe-qi-no-to present much greater

difficulties both in etymology and interpretation. In the Linear B texts it is only

accompanied by a description of a decorative pattern, never a material; this has

lead to its interpretation as "carved with." Ventris and Chadwick proposed its

etymology in the Classical Greek Siveco and the Homeric 8(vcoto<;, which appears

to mean "carved with" in the Homeric poems.45 Biveco in Classical Greek means

"to spin or turn," and VC propose that this is an indication of the methods usedby

the craftsmen for carving; it is highly unlikely that the reduplicated form qe-qi-

no-to can be related to the Homeric but is more probably a third-person

passive verb. Heubeck postulates a base *gueiedl , meaning "to live" or "to

vivify," an early form of (Mo<;. The Mycenaean term could refer to any attempt to

"enliven" an object, such as painting it with patterns or carving or incising it.

Concerning both a-ja-me-no and qe-qi-no-me-no he states:

45Docs2, 576.
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We may suppose that, as a consequence of the nearly complete loss of

craftsmanship caused by the violent end of the Mycenaean palaces and
settlements, the special meanings of terms employed by Mycenaean artisans
were lost or forgotten (*qi-no-), unless the terms (like *ai-, used in

parallel to *qi-no-) wholly faded. 46

The tablets of the Ta series are written in a somewhat repetitive formulaic

manner, so it is not necessary to examine each tablet fully in order to understand

the uses of ivory in this series. The base material of each piece is listed

immediately after it, as on Ta 713, where tables are described as being (ra-e-ja),

of stone, (e-ra-pe-te-ja), of ivory, and (ku-te-se-ja), of ebony. After this

phrase there is a description of the components of the object and any decorative

motifs. In the first line of 713, the stone table has supports (e-ka-ma-pi) of

ivory and ebony, while in line three the ebony table has supports solely of ivory.

In line two, the ivory table is carved with (qe-qi-no-me-na) a spiral pattern (to-

qi-de). In line three, there is a shell-pattern (ko-ki-re-ja) incised on the ebony

surface; the scribe omits qe-qi-no-me-na here, because he wrote it in the line

above. On this tablet, too, there are terms which have yet to be deciphered, and

Heubeck's theory of the loss of specific technical terms for crafts such as

furniture-making might account for this.

On Ta 708, there are three objects, two chairs and one footstool, whose

base material is ebony; in the first line it appears that another entry concerning an

46Heubeck, supra n. 44, 235.
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ebony footstool was erased. In line one, the chair is inlaid (a-ja-me-no), with

ivory on the back (o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja, accusative of respect). The erased entry

for footstool on this line indicates that it was inlaid with ivory au-de-pi, an

undeciphered ornamental pattern. In this line we see both types of entry which

may occur with a-ja-me-no: the material alone, and the material shaped into a

pattern. In line three the ebony footstool is inlaid with figures of men (a-di-ri-ja-

pi), and lions (re-wo-pi-qe), of ivory. On the second line of this tablet, the

chair has a back which is entirely of ivory. This back is carved (qe-qi-no-me-

na) with two decorative motifs: se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi (undeciphered) and

figures of men.

In discussing some of the many beautiful ivories produced by the prosperous

local ivory-carving industry of Cyprus during the Mycenaean period, Karageorghis

mentions an ivory plaque representing the god Bes which may have interesting

connections to these descriptions of furniture.47 This plaque is carved on both

sides and has a plinth; tenons project at the top and bottom of the piece. The object

now bears an inscription in the Cypro-Minoan script, which Karageorghis believes

was added to the piece when it was offered as a dedication. He names as its closest

parallel a small plaque of a woman from a Mycenaean chamber tomb (Poursat

number 299/247348 ). He likens both these pieces to an Egyptian technique called

47 V. Karageorghis, "Kition Ivories and Various Bone Objects," Appendix VII in V.

Karageorghis, Excavations at Kition V, Part 2 (1985) 330.

48Numbers from J.-C. Poursat, Catalogue des ivoires myceniens du Musee National

d'Athenes (1977)
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ajoure, in which openwork plaques carved on both sides are used to decorate the

arms or backs of chairs and beds. Perhaps such an openwork technique is being

described for the backs of these Mycenaean chairs on Ta 708.

Seven nearly identical footstools are listed with their accompanying

ideograms on Ta 721. Each of these stools is a-ja-me-no with ivory designs:

the only motif we are able to read, though, is to-qi-de, spirals. This word may

have survived through the Dark Ages because it refers to a pattern which is easy to

draw; circles and half-circles are a common feature of sub-Mycenaean and proto-

Geometric pottery of the Greek mainland. The assemblages of ivory for the

footstools of Dendra and the Mycenaean chamber tomb discussed above appear to

have been applied to wood, since no base material was found and the likely

explanation is that it disintegrated. This is in agreement with Heubeck's idea that

a-ja-me-no means both veneer and inlay. Perhaps chariot bodies were decorated

in a similar manner.

There have been various discussions of all the decorative patterns

mentioned in this series,49 but it seems best to concentrate on those terms which

may be most securely compared to the archaeological evidence. The two most

common motifs mentioned, so-we-no and au-de-pi, have yet to be interpreted

satisfactorily, while many of the more popular Mycenaean carved patterns, such as

49See especially Palmer, Interpretation,
338-365; Docs2

,
332-348; Ventris supra n. 40.
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ivory leaves, rosettes, architectural members (especially columns50 ), argonauts,

and figure-of-eight shields, do not seem to be included in the Ta series. Poursat's

recent publication 51 of all extant Mycenaean ivories makes it possible to compare

the textual evidence with the archaeological. Of the ivories presumably used for

furniture, there are some which are panels with incised patterns (NMA 2634),

others which are flat silhouettes of shapes (NMA 7426a,5576), and a few which

are silhouettes in high relief (NMA 7397). Those motifs which are not mentioned

in the Linear B tablets are more prevalent in the archaeological remains than those

that do. These include, for example, columns and rosettes. Recognized motifs

listed in the Linear B texts which are not currently attested in the archaeological

record include po-ru-po-de (octopus) and o-ni-ti-ja-pi (birds). But, of

course, these motifs are plentifully attested in other crafts and luxury arts like gold-

work, seal-carving, even pottery, and should eventually be attested in ivory as

well.

Recognized motifs in the Linear B texts, and some of their extant

examples include (Poursat numbers):

a-to-ro-qo, avopamo<;, man—63/7397
i-qo, '(thick;, horse—42l/1984

50The abundance of these pieces however is due to the excavation of the House of Shields at

Mycenae, so perhaps this presents an uneven picture of the popularity of this design as a decorative
motif. Of the 495 pieces numbered in Poursat's Catalogue, 21 are columns; of these, 14 are from
the House of Shields. Such an imbalence arising from circumstances of excavation applies to

certain other patterns as well (i.e., the figure-eight shields).

51 J.-C. Poursat, Les ivoires myceniens (1977).
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ka-ra-a-pi re-wo-te-jo, Kpaaxcx; Xeovxeicx;, lion's heads—2oB/295,53/7399
po-ni-ke, palm tree—352/5577
a-di-ri-ja-pi, avBpux<;, figure of a man—37/2620, 299/2473

ko-ru-pi, Koptx; ,
helmet—64/7462

to-qi-de, related tOTpenco , spiral—3/1002,119/7409,
ko-ki-re-ja, , sea-shell—lss/7587

It is often impossible to determine from photographs how these inlays

were attached to furniture; in some cases, however, there are holes through the

pieces for attachment by ivory pegs. Some of the smaller pieces presumably

formed running chains on the furniture they decorated, and there are long, thin

panels which presumably formed mouldings. Some ivory pieces even bear

hollows for inlay of other pieces onto them. The context and groupings of these

pieces at the time of their excavation is for the most part unknown, and this makes

it difficult to reconstruct the original shapes of the furniture they once adorned.

Miscellaneous texts perhaps related to ivory-working

It is clear both archaeologically and textually that ivory-working was

closely connected to furniture-making. We know from the Linear B texts that

ivory was used in the decoration of chariots as well. One aspect of the craft of

ivory-working which is entirely missing from the texts is any reference to the

workers themselves. This is perhaps understandable when we consider the

probable status of ivory-workers. The supply of ivory was limited because it was

an imported material. Therefore it is likely that workers of ivory were not

permanently employed by the palace, and would not be dependent upon it or

subject to any type of obligation to it. There is on KN B 101, however, a
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reference to those workers who were responsible for the inlaying of the worked

material onto furniture and presumably chariots:

.1 ko-wi-ro-wo-ko VIR[ ] a3-te-re VIR 8

.2 vacat

These a3-te-re probably worked with many materials in addition to ivory, and so

were employed by the palace on a more permanent basis. The number of these

workers is relatively small in comparison to the size of many of the work groups

listed in the B series, as might be expected because of the low demand for their

work. The trade name accompanying a3-te-re on the tablet is interpreted as

kowiloworgoi, "makers of hollow ware," perhaps gold and silver plate; this is an

interesting connection with the Ta series of Pylos, because vessels in precious

metals are also included in this inventory. It is fitting that two such "luxury crafts"

be included on the same tablet.

There are other specialized crafts mentioned in the Linear B texts which

may have ultimate connections with furniture-making, such as ku-wa-no-wo-ko

and ku-ru-so-wo-ko; these terms and other such compounds end in -wo-ko (-

oupyoc;) meaning "worker." 52 Another -wo-ko compound occurs at Knossos

in a group of tablets which indicate the presence of a furniture-making industry

there.53 This group is KN As 1518, V 1521, and V 1524;54 they are all by hand

52 See A. Morpurgo-Davies, "Terminology of Power and Terminology of Work in Greek and

Linear B," Colloquium Mycenaeum, 87-108.

53Included as an "industry" by Killen in "The Linear B Tablets and the Mycenaean Economy,"
Linear B: A 1984 Survey,

241-305. He bases his ideas on those of Duhoux, Aspects du

vocabulaire economique mycenien (1976) 67; "industry" may be regarded as some specific branch
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105, and were found in the same relatively isolated area of the palace, J2/3. In his

opinion, each follows a similar pattern: namely, the same term repeated in

successive entries accompanied by what is perhaps the name of the craftsman

responsible. As 1518 lists groups of men, and then after each the words to-ko

we-e-wi-ja. to-ko is interpreted as chair, and the accompanying word

is not yet understood, though on Pylos Ub 1318, occurring with the word di-pte-

ra (skin), it seems to mean "pig." V 1524 mentions po-da, which Killen

interprets as "chair legs," perhaps elaborately carved ivory legs like the one found

at Thebes.55 V 1521 seems to me to be the most likely indication of furniture

production at Knossos, for it bears a formula very similar to the Ta tablets of

Pylos. On lines two and three, the text reads ta-ra-nu , a-nu[. 56 Though it is

not possible to read a-ja[-me-no, there is another possible restoration, suggested

by Cynthia Shelmerdine, which is equally appropriate to a furniture context.

Homer in Odyssey 5.243 uses the verb avuco, meaning "finish, complete," to

describe the building of a wooden raft. The footstools in lines .2 and .3 on KN V

1521 are perhaps a-nu[me-no, completed, whereas one could read ta-ra-nu qe-

[qi-no-me-no in line four
.

of large-scale production or manufacture under the control of the palatial administration, such as

perfume-making and chariot-manufacture.

54 See Appendix for texts.

55 Killen, supra n. 53, 297. See Archaeological Museum of Thebes Guide, by K.

Demakopoulou and D. Konsola (1981), 53-55 for the ivory throne legs.

56 1 t is tempting to read nu as ja, since these two signs are very similar in form, and the
break occurs in the middle of this character. However, from an examination of a photograph of the

tablet, the reading nu remains secure.



Another tablet from this area (J2/3), ascribed tentatively to a different

hand (102), is a further indication of furniture-production at Knossos. As

1517.11 is the heading for a list of to-ro-no-wo-ko, "chair-makers"; three

names follow this. These tablets indicate that furniture was made under palatial

jurisdiction at Knossos, and it seems logical to assume that ivory was a material

used to decorate it.
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Chapter 3.

The Archaeological Evidence

The Linear B texts make the importance of ivory as a raw material quite

clear: it is a luxury item available only through import, and was valued highly by

the palatial administration both in its raw state and as a component of luxury

objects. The archaeological record confirms this; ivory is found at the palatial sites

in great abundance and among the rich tomb burials of both males and females,

indicating its status as a symbol of wealth. Evidence for ivory-carving is often

found associated with the working of other expensive materials such as crystal,

gold, and precious stones. Many of the items mentioned in the texts are found

among the archaeological remains.

Various recent publications 1 have made the extant Mycenaean ivories

easily accessible for study, and have made it possible to understand Mycenaean

ivory-carving in its Near Eastern context. This paper will not attempt to review all

their conclusions, but will concentrate upon those aspects which pertain most

directly to the evidence of the Linear B texts. In this chapter then, it will be

necessary to examine the evidence for ivory trade and ivory-working by the

Mycenaeans; in addition, I shall briefly discuss what is known of ancient ivory

workers, to see how this might possibly relate to the textual evidence.

Especially those ofPoursat, supra n. 48, and Barnett, supra n. 9.
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Ivory Trade

In Mycenaean as in later times ivory was an exotic material, available

only through trade and import. Trade implies an organized society which has a

desire and market for imported objects, and for the specialized craftsmen necessary

to work the materials. In an interesting study of the economy of pre-palatial Crete,

and the development and effects of trade, Krzyszkowska uses the presence of

ivory as an indicator of community prosperity and the growth of society.58 She

calculates that the 350-400 extant ivory objects from this period on Crete could

have been made from only 15-20 elephant tusks: that is, an average of three

imported tusks every twenty-five years, though the rate of import probably was

not constant, but increased over time.59

Through analysis of the material itself it is generally agreed that the

Mycenaeans obtained their ivory from Syria,60 where the elephant existed until

about 800 BC. The excavation of a Bronze Age shipwreck at Ulu Burun in

Turkey has yielded direct evidence for the trade of Syrian ivory in the form of a

section of an elephant tusk; in addition were found three hippopotamus teeth.61 It

58 0. Krzyszkowska, "Wealth and Prosperity in Pre-palatial Crete: The Case of Ivory,"
Minoan Society (1983) 163-169.

59Krzyszkowska, supra n. 58, 168.

60There is no dissension among archaeologists on this point—the earliest statement I found

concerning the type of ivory used is in Barnett, supra n. 2,2.

61 G.F. Bass, "A Bronze Age Shipwreck at Ulu Burun (Kas)," AM 90 (1986) 269-296, esp.
283.
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is highly likely, by analysis of the other artifacts found in the wreck, that this

merchantship was heading west for a destination in the Aegean area at the time it

went down. The use of hippopotamus ivory for carving is a notion which is

increasingly becoming accepted. Many scholars, including Barnett, admit the

superiority of hippopotamus to elephant ivory because of its density and

whiteness. Krzyszkowska is among the leading proponents of this view, and she

theorizes that many extant Mycenaean ivories were of hippopotamus teeth. It is

difficult to determine this, though, because the pieces are too small or damaged.

Bass states that of forty-five ivories discovered at Ras Shamra, forty are made

from hippopotamus teeth.62 Krzyszkowska adds that hippopotamus ivory was

more easily transported because of its smaller size; elephant ivory can be shipped

only in tusks over long distances, because in any other state it cracks and weathers

easily. Perhaps this implies that the elephant ivory segment from the Ulu Burun

shipwreck had not far to travel.

Ivory has been found as a raw material (that is, in an unworked state) at

many Aegean sites. Three completely unworked elephant tusks were discovered in

the palace storerooms of Kato Zakro on Crete in a LM la-b context.

Krzyszkowska notes the existence of an unworked hippopotamus tooth in the

Citadel House at Mycenae (a piece which was identified originally as a segment of

62Bass, supra n. 61, 283.
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elephant tusk) and near the Royal Road at Knossos.63 On Cyprus as well, where

ivory-carving was an important craft, threehippopotamus teeth were found which

date to the thirteenth century B.C. 64 Two of these were found in the sanctuary

area of Kition, where an elephant molar was found as well. Reese proposes that

the entire jaw of the animals was imported into Cyprus, and the craftsmen made

use of the material they needed. In any case it is quite certain that the Mycenaeans

had access to ivory as a raw material and made use of it for artistic purposes.

The Nature of Ivory Work

Ivory is a good material for carving for several reasons: it is hard, and so

may be used for different purposes; when it is polished, it has an attractive shine,

and its white color is appealing as well. A recent study by R. D. Barnett 65 is very

useful for an understanding of the techniques of ivory carving, which will be

beneficial to the interpretation of the remains of such work at Mycenaean sites. He

discusses the ivory-workers themselves, mentioning that "the carvers of ivory

most likely carried on their traditions in tribes or families for generations" 66 and

were highly mobile, travelling to where their skill was needed. This handing

630. Krzyszkowska, "Ivory from Hippopotamus Tusk in the Aegean Bronze Age," Antiquity
58 (1983) 123-125.

64D. Reese, "Hippopotamus and Elephant Teeth from Kition," Appendix VIII(D) in V.

Karageorghis, Excavations at Kition V, Part 2 (1985) 391-409.

65Bamett, supra n. 9, esp. 9-16.

66Bamett, supra n. 9, 11. Barnett even suggests here that in ancient times ivory-workers
formed guilds, and looks to Near Eastern parallels. This is a much disputed point, however; see

for example Mendelsohn in JAOS 60 (1940) and Renger in JAOS 91 (1971).
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down of tradition in families and moving about of tradesmen could easily account

for the extraordinary unity of style of the ivories throughout the Mycenaean world

and throughout this entire period; this homogeneity is noted by Kantor: "As far as

style goes, Mycenaean art, despite all intended variations, displays a marked

coherence which places it on a level with the national styles of Egypt and

Mesopotamia." 67

In a study of craft specialization in the Minoan period, Branigan makes

several statements concerning artisans which can be applied to the Mycenaean

period as well. 68 He identifies the same three types of workers which are evident

in the Linear B texts: full-time, part-time, and itinerant. The itinerant workers, he

says, must practice their arts full time to earn a living, because their skills are too

specialized to be learnt by others; they generally require easily-transportable

equipment. Their goods are generally in low demand and are often "luxury, high-

cost items such as are required in small quantities by a select few." 69 Such

itinerant workers often do not have their own workshops, but work where they are

needed. Branigan does not count ivory-workers in his group of itinerant artisans,

but it seems to me that his descriptions of itinerant workers are in close agreement

with what has been said about ivory-workers in this paper. He does, however,

admit that these workers would have been dependent upon the flow of imported

67 Helen J. Kantor, "Ivory Carving in the Mycenaean Period," Archaeology 13 (1960) 25.

68K. Branigan, "Craft Specialization in Minoan Crete," Minoan Society (1983) 23-33.

69Branigan, supra n. 68, 24.
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ivory through the palace center; it does not seem likely to me that there would have

been a constant enough source of ivory to keep these workers employed on a full-

or even half-time basis, and so perhaps they travelled from palace to palace at

different times of the year.

Barnett likens the craft of ivory-working to wood-carving, and claims

that similar tools would have been used for both; these include a hacksaw (for

cutting the tusks), a finer saw, gouges, chisels, drills, files, compasses, styli (for

engraving), and polishing substances. These tools, he claims, are rarely found in

excavation, but the existence of ivory working may instead be determined from

the presence of ivory chips and unused pieces. The lack of remains of ivory

workers' tools can easily be accounted for by Barnett's statement that ivory

workers were highly mobile; they would carry their tools with them, and so we

should not expect to find any permanent remains of their craft, including anything

other than temporary workshops.

The techniques Barnett describes have relevance to the Mycenaean

furniture inlays. Krzyszkowska mentions that there is an additional step in dealing

with hippopotamus ivory, and this is the removal of the thick enamel on the

surface of the tooth. 70 For inlay, the tusk is sliced into flat panels and then cut into

the proper shapes and silhouettes These pieces are subsequently engraved or

carved in low relief. Larger sections of the tusk are used for pyxides and other

70Krzyszkowska, supra n. 63, 124.
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household objects; the segment of elephant tusk excavated from the Ulu Burun

shipwreck is of a size suitable to be made into a pyxis.7l Figures may be joined

together to form larger pieces by pegs or sockets, and secured by an adhesive.

Some ivories may be stained and coloured for additional decoration. After the

ivory has been cut into thin sheets, these may be joined to large surfaces by

adhesives (as veneering). He calls the process of inlaying "a direct imitation of

stone- and metal-working techniques." 72 These descriptions are reminiscent of

the Linear B texts concerning furniture and chariot decoration.

Evidence for Mycenaean Ivory Workshops

There is evidence for ivory-working at many of the Mycenaean palatial

centers; this is important for establishing with certainty that the Mycenaeans

worked ivory themselves. We have seen already that the texts offer no explicit

statements concerning the actual working of the material. Near Eastern influence

on the style of Mycenaean ivory carving could cause additional uncertainty, but the

archaeological record dispels these doubts.

Sakellarakis and Branigan emphasize the crucial role of the central palatial

administration in promoting industries and luxury crafts. Branigan states

71 Bass, supra n. 61, 285. He mentions, however, a letter from O. Krzyszkowska in which
she expresses some concern that this segment is a solid piece of tusk; normally, she claims, an

ivory worker would use the part of the tusk closest to the root, because it is hollow; in this way
no ivory would be wasted in carving out the center for a pyxis.

72Bamett, supra n. 9, 13.
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concerning the Minoan system: "Palatial control of craftsmen was therefore, we

must assume, total: their subsistence, their raw materials, and their workshops

were all provided by the palace administration." 73 The palaces are the most likely

centers of foreign trade, and so raw materials came to the palace to be worked on

by craftsmen, among whom were ivory-workers. Sakellarakis makes these very

same points, emphasizing this strong dependence of craftsmen on palatial

control. 74 It is natural, then to find ivory workshops in the Mycenaean palatial

centers.

At Pylos, Blegen postulates the existence of such an area in Room 100

of the Northeast Workshop. In addition to large quantities of tiny bronze

arrowheads found there, he mentions

a great many fragments of ivory, lying scattered and in groups. All are thin
and burned, many have incised patterns, such as spirals and connected
concentric circles, and some look as if they had been painted. One large
assemblage could be imagined as the veneer from a large piece of

furniture.75

He concludes that "this was the special section in the Workshop devoted to the

making of delicate objects in bronze and ivory." As we might have expected from

Barnett's discussion, there is no mention of tools. However, in Room 99, the

73Branigan, supra n. 68, 28.

74 1. Sakellarakis, To 'EA.ecpavxoSovxo Kai rj Kaxepyaoia too oxa MuKrivaiKa
Xpovia (1979), 16.

75Blegen and Rawson, PoN I, 324-325. He promises a more detailed study of these pieces
at a later date, but I have been unable to find any reference to it.
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main room of the Workshop, were found what may well be some of the missing

implements: a bronze fragment of a knife-blade with polished edge, a strip which

may have been part of a chisel, a "chisel-like implement," and an obsidian blade,

in addition to a few burned bits of ivory.76 It is more likely, though, that these

tools belonged to other craftsmen in this building, since they were not found with

the ivory remnants. The presence of ivory working here is also consistent with the

remains of dyeing equipment found in the same building, for worked ivories were

often stained with colors as added decoration. We know from the Linear B texts

(PY Wr 1326) discovered in the Northeast Workshop that furniture was stored

there. From remains of bronze strips and fromreferences in the Linear B tablets, it

is believed that chariot work was done in this area. The S- series from Knossos

and Pylos make it clear that ivory was a component of chariot decoration, as was

painting.

Secure evidence for an ivory workshop has been unearthed at Mycenae,

in the East Wing of the palace, now believed to be the craftsmen's quarter.77

Mylonas writes,

We found many objects, most conspicuous among which are a great
quantity of ivory chips, resulting from the making of works of art in that
material; some 778 pieces have been cleaned and counted thus far in the

76Blegen and Rawson, supra n. 75, 322.

77Sakellarakis, supra n. 74,16, believes that the only secure "workshops" are at Knossos and

Mycenae; the others are transitory work stations. At these "secure" workshops, work in other

materials takes place as well, such as in stone and precious materials, so we need not believe that

ivory-workers were permanently employed in these workshops.
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upper layers of the fill and very few on the floors. This may indicate that

ivory work was being carried on in the upper storey of the building. 78

Many of these ivory chips bear scrape marks, and appear to have been trimmed off

at an angle; these may have been sawn off during the working of a larger object,

and were to be reused as small inlays. In addition were found flawed opals, pieces

of green steatite, quartz, and fragments of gold leaf: all the scraps of a royal

workshop dealing perhaps with jewelry-making, elaborate inlay work, or carving.

Interestingly, he mentions "a yellowish substance which, when heated, turned into

a strong glue of brownish color. It brings to mind....the brownish matter often

seen in inlaid work."79 Such a substance may have been used for the application

of ivory to the wooden surfaces of furniture and chariots.

That Mycenae was an important ivory center is also proved by the

discovery of an extraordinarily large amount of carved ivories in the Houses of the

Shields and of the Sphinxes (LH IIIB). These ivories apparently were used as

inlays to decorate a great quantity of furniture, and some of them are unfinished.

The close proximity of these two houses to the House of the Oil Merchant, where

Linear B texts were discovered, has caused scholars to wonder whether or not

these houses were themselves part of the palatial administration in some way,

perhaps as locations for furniture makers working with a large quantity of ready-

carved ivory, or as storage centers for trade goods. The plan of the House of the

78G.E. Mylonas, "The East Wing of the Palace of Mycenae," Hesperia XXXV:4 (1966), 425.

79Mylonas, supra n. 78, 426.
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Shields does not resemble that of any known dwelling house, and this supports its

proposed status as a workshop as well; in addition to the ivories were found a

great quantity of stone and faience vases, which could also indicate trade.80 The

ivories discovered here are of various kinds, including small engraved inlays and

larger plaques carved in relief. In the House of the Shields was found one Linear

tablet, X 508. This is the only extant tablet to mention a place outside a

Mycenaean palatial center's own territory: te-qa-de (Thebes, presumably the city

in Boeotia), verifying perhaps the notion that this House is associated with trade.

In Sakellarakis' view, the remains found in the Citadel House at Mycenae

represent a "certain" ivory workshop, as do those of the Craftsmen's Quarter. In

this area were found worked and unworked ivories, including the segment of

hippopotamus tusk mentioned above, and a variety of vessels.81 This area is

thought to be a cult center, because of its clay floor and a painted fresco. If so,

then ivory is here to be seen in a religious context, as it is also at Kition. One of

the scribes at Knossos (H 140) who dealt with ivory had religious duties, such as

the apportioning of rations for sacrifices.

At Thebes, too, a hoard of worked and unworked ivories has been

unearthed which serves to prove that a workshop existed in the vicinity of the

palace there. The majority of these are mouldings, strips, and inlays. The

80A.J. Wace, "Mycenae: 1939-1955," BSA 51 (1956) 104.

81 Sakellarakis, supra n. 74, 17.
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excavator concludes: "Judging from the quantity of ivory in Thebes and the

different types of moulding and inlay, we must assume that many pieces furniture

were produced in Thebes which were decorated with ivory." 82 He mentions as

well that this hoard of ivories was found in close proximity to a jewelry workshop,

a phenomenon which we noticed at Mycenae. At Knossos debris of ivory

working was discovered at an LM lb level, according to the excavators;83 while

this is earlier than the time period we are considering, nevertheless it proves that

such work was done at Knossos and most likely continued through the period of

our texts.

82S. Symeonoglou, Kadmeia I: Mycenaean Finds from Thebes, Greece: Excavations at 14

Oedipus Street, 61.

83 M.S.F. Hood, Arch Reports 1960-61,26-27.



Chapter 4

Conclusion

Through this study of the textual and archaeological evidence concerning

ivory, several conclusions can be reached concerning its uses in the Mycenaean

period; the textual and archaeological evidence combine to support these

conclusions. The texts illustrate the value of ivory in several ways; this value is

confirmed by our increasing knowledge of Mycenaean trade contacts, and by the

evidence of ivory among the material remains, since it is found always in luxury

contexts such as rich burials. There is no Linear B ideogram for the commodity

ivory, as there is for even expensive materials such as gold and bronze. That there

is no ideogram emphasizes the rarity of this exotic item in Mycenaean Greece.

Ivory was obtainable only by trade, and even then in small quantities; the Ulu

Burun ship coming from the east carried much copper, and only a small amount of

ivory. Krzyszkowska has shown that all the extant ivories from the prepalatial

period in Crete would have been made from only 15 to 20 tusks; by this reckoning,

20 to 23 pieces were made from each tusk.

At the enormous palatial site of Knossos in the Mycenaean period there is

textual evidence for only one tusk in an unworked state (KN Og 7504) and 46

klasmata of ivory, which could perhaps be roughly equivalent to two tusks, by the

calculations above. At Pylos, Va 482 gives a glimpse of the palatial control of the

distribution of this material: pieces of ivory which have already been worked

50
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are now being distributed from the palace storerooms to an official who is perhaps

connected with the furniture industry; these pieces will later be incorporated in the

decoration of wooden objects, such as chariots or furniture. The Linear B

documents show that in the cases where the ivory being referred to is still a raw

material, the scribes indicate its importance by the word's larger size and

prominent position on the tablets. In those cases where ivory is listed on the texts

as a component of a finished product, the value of ivory and the other precious

materials used is evident from the fact that of all the Linear B documents we

possess, these are the most detailed in their descriptions of such luxury goods.

The Linear B texts do not answer all our questions concerning ivory-

workers in this period. That the Mycenaean themselves worked ivory cannot be

doubted; the evidence of ivory-working from several Mycenaean sites proves that

the ivories found in these places cannot all have been imported from the Near East.

R.D. Barnett, who has devoted a lifetime of study to the techniques of ivory-

working, is convinced that ivory workers were itinerant, and travelled to where

their skill was needed. Ivory was in short supply at the Mycenaean palatial

complexes, which were the centers of craft activity in the Mycenaean period and

provided almost the entire demand for most luxury items, and it is highly unlikely

that there would have been a constant enough supply to keep these specialized

workers empoloyed full-time, or even part-time. This is in contrast to the textile

industries of Pylos, where groups of women are employed by and dependent upon

the palace, and practice extremely specialised tasks, such as making headbands.

Ivory-workers are not mentioned in the Linear B texts as dependents of the palace,
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which could indicate their status as independent craftsmen. However, the texts do

not mention other craftsmen who were obviously quite numerous, such as potters;

even "scribes" are never mentioned in the texts. All in all, though, the textual

evidence appears to me to fit the picture of itinerant workerspresented by Barnett.

The loss of specialized craft terms such as a-ja-me-no and qe-qi-no-

me-no in the Dark Ages, and the survival of the names of patterns such as to-qi-

de (the "spirals" or circles which decorated Dark Age pottery), indicates the

decline of the Mycenaean luxury craft of ivory carving, a craft which did not

reappear in Greece until the eighth century 8.C., and even then it did not regain the

excellence of Mycenaean ivory-working at its best. The textual and archaeological

evidence concerning ivory in the Mycenaean period offer an interesting picture of

the importance and organization of this craft, and of the beautiful objects ivory

once adorned.



Appendix
The Texts

Mentions of ivory

I. As a raw material:

KN Og 7504 e-re-pa-ta, L M 30 ka[

KN V 684 a. e-re-pa-to / ka-ra-ma-to 46

b. ka-so, ke-ma-ta 8

PYVa482 {.a qe-qi-no-me-no
{.b e-re-pa ,

/ a-no-po ,
a-ko-so-ta

,
ZE

,
e-wi-su-*79-ko 4 ro-i-

ko 2

II. As part of a finished object:

a. Weapons

KN Ra 984 .1 ]pa-te ,
de-de-me-na

, [
.2 ]zo-wa , e-pi-zo-ta, ke-ra

,
de-de-’me-na' PUG[

KN Ra 1028 .A ] e-re-pa-te[
.B ]qo-jo , / zo-wa[

b. Chariots

Kn Sd 4401 .a ]a-ra-ru-ja , a-ni-ja-pi, wi-ri-ni-jo , o-po-qo , ke-ra-ja-pi, o-pi-i-ja-pi CUR[
.b ]i-qi-jo ,

/ a-ja-me-no , e-re-pa-te ,
a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-no po-ni-ki[-jo

Kn Sd 4403 .a ] e-re-pa-te-jo , o-po-qo , ke-ra-ja-pi , o-pi-i-ja-pi, 'ko-ki-da
, o-pa’ CUR

.b i-]qi-ja [,] / a-ja-me-na , e-re-pa-te ,
a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na

, a-ra-ru-ja [

KN Sd 4408 + 4411 + 6055 + fr

.a ]a-ra-ru-wo-ja, a-ni-ja-pi, wi-ri-ne-o
, o-po-qo ,

ke-ra-ja-pi, o-pi-i-[ja-pi
.b ]i-]qi-ja

,
/ a-ja-me-na , e-re-pa-te[ , ]a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na[ , ]po-rii-ja-ja ,

CUR

KN Se 891 + 1006 + 1042

.A e-re-pa-te-jo-pi , o-mo-pi [

.B pte-re-wa / e-ka-te-re-ta
, a3-ki-no-o 2 e-re-pa-te-jo-pi , [

KN Se 1007

.1 ] e-wi-su-zo-ko , [
.2 ] , e-re-pa-te-o , o-mo[
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Furniture
PYTa
642.1

to-pe-za
,

ra-eja,
we-a-re-ja

,

a-ja-me-na
,

a2-ro[
]u-do-pi,

ku-wa-no-qe
,

pa-ra-ke-we-qe[
]e-ne-wo

,pe-[

.2

to-pe-za,
ra-eja,

me-no-e-ja
,

e-re-pa-te
,

a-ja
me-na
,

qe-qi-no-to
,

au-de-pi,
ko-ru-pi-qe
1'

.3

{a

e-ne-wo
,

pe-za

{b

to-pe-za,
ra-eja,
a-pi-qo-to
,

e-re-pa-te-jo
,

po-pi,

e-ka-ma-te-qe,
qe-qi-no-to-qe
,

to-qi-de

PY
Ta

707.1
{a.

ku-te-ta-jo
{b.

to-no
,

ku-ru-sa-pi,
o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi,
o-ni-ti-ja-pi
1

ta-ra-nu-qe
,

a-ja-me-no
,

e-re-pa-te-jo
,

au-de-pi
1

.2

to-no
,

ku-te-se-jo
,

e-re-pa-te-ja-pi,
o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi,
se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-re
,

qe-qi-no
:

me-na
,

a-di-ri-ja-te-qe
,

po-ti-pi-qe
1

.3

ta-ra-nu
,

ku-te-so
,

a-ja-me-no
,

e-re-pa-te-jo
,

au-de-pi

.4

vacat

PY
Ta

708.1

to-no
,

ku-te-se-jo
,

a-ja-me-no
,

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja
,

e-re-pa-te
1

[[ta-ra-nu
,

ku-te-se-jo
,

a-ja-me-no
,

e-re-pa-te-jo
,

au-de-pi]]
[

.2}

to-no
,

ku-te-se-jo
,

e-re-pa-ti-jo-pi,
o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi
,

se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi
,

qe-qi-no-me-na
,

a-di-ri-ja'-pi-qe

.3}

ta-ra-nu
,

ku-te-se-jo
,

a-ja-me-no
,

e-re-pa-te-jo
,

a-di-ri-ja-pi
,

re-wo-pi-qe
1

PY
Ta

710.1

ta-ra-nu
,

a-ja-me-no
,

e-re-pa-te-jo
,

au-de-pi,
so-we-no-qe
,

*220
1

.2

vacat

PY
Ta

713.1

to-pe-za
,

ra-e-ja
,

ku-te-se-jo
,

e-ka-ma-pi,
e-re-pa-te-jo-qe
,

a-pi-qo-to
,

e-ne-wo-pe-za
,

qe-qi-no-me-na
,

to-qi-de
1

.2

to-pe-za,
e-re-pa-te-ja
,

po-ro-e-ke
,

pi-ti-ro2-we-sa
,

we-pe-za
,

qe-qi-no-me-na
,

to-qi-de
1

[[to-pe-za]

.3

to-pe-za
,

ku-te-se-ja
,

e-re-pa-te-jo
,

e-ka-ma-pi,
a-pi-qo-to
,

e-ne-wo-pe-za
,

ko-ki-re-ja

PY
Ta

714.1

to-no
,

we-a2-re-jo
,

a-ja-me-no
,

ku-wa-no
,
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,

ku-ru-so-qe
,

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja

.2

a-ja-me-na
,

ku-ru-so
,
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,
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,

,
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1

.3

ku-wa-ni-jo-qe
,
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1

ta-ra-nu
,

a-ja-me-no
,

ku-wa-no
,
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:

ra-ku-we-qe
,

ku-ru-so-qe
,

ku-ru-sa-pi-qe
,

ko-no-ni-pi
1

PY
Ta

715.1
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,
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,
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,
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,
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.2
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,
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,
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,
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1

.3
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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2

PYTa
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,
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,
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,
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1

.2
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,
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,
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,
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,
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3
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,
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,
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1
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,
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,
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1
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,
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,
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1
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Ta
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ta-ra-nu
,

a-ja-me-no
,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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*220
1

.2
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,
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The "Furniture Industry" at Knossos

KN As 1518 + 1529

.1 ] VIR 5 to-ko[ we-e-]wi-ja 1 [

.2 ]VIR 5 we-e[-wi-ja] ,
to-ko 1

.3 ] VIR 5 we[-e-]wi-ja ,
to-ko 1 [

.4 ]re-we VIR 5 we-e-wi-ja ,
to-ko 1 [

.5 ] vacat [ ] vacat [

KN V 1521

sup. mut.

.1 ]vest.[
.2 ] ,

ta-ra-nu
, a-nu[

.3 ]ta-ra-nu , a-nu[
.4 ta-]ra-nu qe-[
.5 ta-ra-]nu [

inf. mut.

KN V 1524

sup, mut.

.1 ]qe [

.2 ]ma-no-ne [

.3 ] 1 po-da 1 se[
.4 ] po-da 1 do-ma[
.5 ]ki-si-wo po-da[

KN As 1517

.1 ]no , re-qo-me-no

.2 [.]si-re-u 1 a-di-nwa-ta 1

.3 [.]-sa-ta 1 ti-qa-jo 1

.4 da-wa-no 1 [. . ]-wo 1

.5 qi-qe-ro 1 wi-du[ ] 1

.6 ku-ra-no 1 da-wi-[.] 1

.7 e-ru-to-ro 1 ku-ta-i-jo 1

.8 ku-pa-nu-we-to 1 qa-ra-jo 1

.9 ri-zo 1 pa-na-re-jo 1

,10 ke-ka-to 1 to-so VIR 17

.11 o-pi, e-sa-re-we
,
to-ro-no-wo-ko

,

.12 po-to-ri-jo 1 pe-we-ri-jo 1

.13 a3-ni-jo 1
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